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James Bourne was an elite special forces soldier chosen to undergo an operation that 
gave him the ability to teleport and made him a one man war on terror. Now, after a series 
of losses and betrayals, Bourne is striking out on his own, becoming the anti-terrorism 

vigilante known only as…

Previously…
Solo is the best of the best…but everyone gets into trouble sometimes. His 
mission to extract undercover S.H.I.E.L.D. Agent Stokes ended with Stokes 
dead and Solo surrounded by hostile members of the Zoo Crew--extraterrestrial 
weapons dealers. After calling his ex-wife Catita for advice, Solo used his 
image inducer to disguise himself as Zoo Crew leaders and accuse the others 
of being traitors, starting a brawl that left nearly everyone dead and Solo the 
last man standing. Scrambling to explain Stokes’ death, Solo told Commander 
Dugan that his agent died a hero who had discovered the Zoo’s supplier was 
the mad villain Egghead! (In fact, it was Solo who solved this mystery, by 

cleverly checking the last text message on the Zoo leader’s phone.)
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oh my god, 
you didn’t! he’s 

dead? you’re 
sure?

“hey. still 
alive?

“no one deserves 
to be as lucky as 
you. not even you.”



wait. 
you completed 

his mission 
anyway? 

that’s what 
I’m telling you. 

zoo family’s 
supplier zeroed 

by yours 
truly. 

half the family 
just killed the other 

half. yojimbo scenario, 
baby. deadly.

so how’d 
the s.h.i.e.l.d. boys 
take it when you 

told them you
 broke their 

agent?

okay, 
first of all, 

I didn’t break 
him, and 
second-- 



get those 
knees up, ya lousy 
goldbricks! we got 
a super villain to 

take down!

you two paying attention? 
somebody knocks one of your 

soldiers down, you make 
damned sure they go 

down harder!

but that’s 
not the point. 

I’ve got an idea 
I want to 

run by--

I hope you 
greenhorns 

packed enough 
body bags.

wahoooo!

leo! bear! 
what the hell? 

y’all still kickin’ 
back here?

“--better than 
you’d expect.”


